CONTROL OF “BOEING PC700 USE ONLY” ITEMS – FAA-PMA MARKING

This contract is controlled under Boeing’s Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) issued Production Certificate 700 Quality System Supplier Control Program. During the performance of this contract, Seller’s quality system and manufacturing processes are subject to review, verification, and analysis when determined necessary by Buyer and/or regulatory agency.

Unless explicit direction is given by Buyer to the contrary in writing, no articles (or constituent parts thereof) ordered by Buyer shall contain any “Federal Aviation Administration - Parts Manufacturer Approval (FAA-PMA)” markings; this includes the accompanying paperwork (e.g., packages, shippers, Certificates of Conformance (C of C), etc.). Seller shall also flow this requirement in the direct supply contracts, long term agreements, and to their sub-tier supply chain. Seller shall perform receiving inspection to ensure their supply chain’s compliance with this requirement and final inspection to ensure product compliance prior to shipment.